MDMP is a parallel programming approach designed to provide users with an easy way to add parallelism to programs, optimise scientific simulation algorithms, and providing optimised communications to MPI-based programs without requiring them to be re-written from scratch. MDMP uses directives to allow users to specify what communications should take place in the code, and then implements those communications in an optimal manner using both the information provided by the user and data collected from instrumenting the code and gathering information on the data to be communicated at runtime. In this paper we outline the basic concepts and functionality of MDMP and discuss the performance that can be achieved using our prototype implementation of MDMP a range of benchmark cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are a range of parallel programming languages, libraries, and techniques that have been developed recently to go beyond the usability, or functionality provided by traditional parallel programming techniques (such as MPI [19] or OpenMP [22] ). These include programming extensions such as Co-Array FORTRAN [21] (CAF), UPC [5] , and new languages such as Chapel [6] , OpenMPD [17] or Xscalable MP [26] One area these approaches often have not focussed, at least initially, is that of optimising the parallelisation overheads (the cost of the communications) associated with distributed memory parallelisation. Another issue with these new approaches is that they are not appropriate for the many scientific applications that are already parallelised with a traditional approach (primarily MPI) and have very large code bases which would be prohibitively expensive to re-implement using one of these new approaches.
For the next generation of high performance computers (HPC), Exascale systems, it looks increasing important to optimise parallel communications as the ratio between the computational power of individual nodes in proposed Exascale systems and the relative performance of the network means communication is increasingly costly (when compared to calculation) [1] . Parallelism is also increasingly necessary at the smaller scale (desktop and server level) due to the progression of hardware from powerful single core processors to many-core processors that provide computational functionality through many low powered cores. The relative drop in performance of individual cores necessitates parallelisation of programs to maintain the performance currently achieved on todays multi-core processors or yesterdays single core processors.
Managed Data Message Passing (MDMP) [13] is designed to address these issues. It is a parallel programing approach, through compiler directives (like OpenMP and OpenACC), which is based on the MPI library but provides an alternative method for parallelisation programs. MDMP directives are translated into function calls to a runtime library (which in turn can call communication libraries) or code snippets which are inserted into the user provided code. The directives based method is designed to simplify distributed memory programming, in a similar way to XMP, whilst the targeting of communication libraries, particularly the MPI library, by the compiled code is designed to enable MDMP to be utilised both for new programs and for those already parallelised using MPI, addressing a stumbling block to the adoption of new parallel programming techniques, namely the legacy code based of MPI programs that represents the majority of use for current major HPC resources.
MDMP also provides functionality to optimise distributed memory communications. MDMP enables users to specify the communications that are needed for the program to run successfully and correctly, but does not require users to explicitly schedule those communications. The scheduling and execution of communication is done by the MDMP runtime library and code snippets that are inserted when the code is compiled. This functionality tracks data accesses and communication requirements and sends/receives data when it is available, enabling both the overlapping of communication and computation, and ensuring data communication is spread out as much as possible therefore making better use of the network than may be achieved using standard MPI programming approaches.
In this paper we briefly discuss the work that others have undertaken in creating new parallel programming techniques, and optimisation communications. We further outline the issues we are looking to tackle with MDMP, and go on to describe the basic features and functionality of MDMP. Finally we outlining the performance benefits and costs of such an approach, and highlight the scenarios where MDMP can provide reduced communication costs for the types of communication patterns seen in a wide range of scientific simulation codes using our prototype implementation of MDMP.
II. RELATED WORK
A recent survey of HPC users has shown that the majority of users are still running codes that are implemented using MPI with C or FORTRAN. There are also a minority of these codes that have additional hybrid parallelisation strategies (generally through the addition of OpenMP to the MPI code) [27] . This highlights the key requirement for any new parallel programming language or technique to be easily integrated with existing MPI-based parallel codes.
There are a wide range of studies evaluating the performance of a range of different parallel languages, including Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) languages, on different application domains and hardware [25] , [14] , [24] , [4] . These show that there are many approaches that can provide performance improvements for parallel programs, compared to standard parallelisation techniques on a given architecture or set of architectures. Existing parallel programming languages or models for distributed memory system provide various features to describe parallel programs and to execute them efficiently. For instance, XMP provides features similar to both CAF and HPF [20] , allowing users to use either global or local view programming models, and providing easy to program functionality through the use of compiler directives for parallel functionality. Likewise, OpenMPD provided easy to program directives based parallelisation for message passing functionality, extending an OpenMP like approach to a distributed memory supercomputer.
However, these approaches require the re-writing of existing codes, or parts of existing codes, which is impractical for the existing computational simulation code base already widely used on HPC resources. Furthermore, these approaches only target parts of the issues we are considering with MDMP, namely improving programmability and optimising performance. XMP and OpenMPD both aim to make parallel programming simpler, but do not have direct features for optimising communications in the program (although they can enable users to implement different communication methods and therefore choose the most efficient method for themselves). PGAS, and other new, languages, may provide lower cost communications or new models of communications to enable different algorithms to be used for a given problem, or may provide simpler programming model, but none seems to offer both as a solution for parallel programming. Also, crucially, they are generally not compatible with MPI libraries, or at least have not been designed to be integrated with MPI in a given program.
There has also been significant work undertaken looking at optimising communications in MPI programs. A number of authors have looked at compiler based optimisations to provide automatic overlapping of communications and computation in existing parallel programs [11] , [9] , [12] . These approaches have shown that performance improvements can be obtained, generally evaluated against kernel benchmarks such as the NAS parallel benchmarks, by transforming user specified blocking communication code to non-blocking communication functionality, and using static compiler analysis to determine where the communications can be started and finished. Furthermore, other authors have looked at communication patterns or models in MPI based parallel programs and suggested code transformations that could be undertaken to improve communication and computation overlap [7] . However, these approaches are what we would class as coarse-grained communication optimisation. They use only static compiler analysis to identify the communication patterns, and identify the outer bounds of where communications can occur to try and start and finish bulk non-blocking operations in the optimal places. They do not address the fundamental separation of communication and computation into different phases that such codes generally employ. Our work, outlined in this paper, is looking at finegrained communication optimisations, where individual communication calls are intermingled with computation to truly mix communication and computation.
Other groups have worked on both static and runtime identification and optimisation of MPI communications, primarily for collective communication [10] , [15] , [8] , or other autotuning techniques such optimising MPI library variables [23] or individual library routines [18] . All these approaches have informed the way we have constructed MDMP.
III. COMMUNICATION OPTIMISATION
Many algorithms and simulation techniques utilise regular domain decomposition parallelisation techniques, coupled with regular halo communications provide parallel functionality. For large numbers of codes the communication pattern is fixed, or semi-fixed, for each iterations of the simulation. The standard approach to writing MPI programs generally sees developers add MPI communications after computation regions, separating communication and calculation in the simulation and therefore creating a pattern of usage of the network (or interconnect) where for the computational parts of the code no data is being sent or received, and when data is being sent or received no calculation is being undertaken. This serialisation of the usage of these two resources (compute and communication) does not, necessarily, make best use of the resources available on a HPC machine. MDMP aims to enable applications to utilise the network, especially the spare resources that separating communications and computations produces, and therefore improve overall application performance and resource utilisation.
It is possible for developers to utilise MPI non-blocking communications to try to overlap communications and computations, but this is generally still done in the a separated manner (i.e. the blocking communications are replaced with non-blocking communications, but communication and computation are still separate out with little or no intermingling). Furthermore, many MPI libraries do not automatically progress non-blocking communications outside MPI library calls.
It is possible to manually split the sends and receives and place them around the computation rather than just before the computation, using the non-blocking functionality, to further ensure that more optimal communications are occurring. However, this is still does not allow for overlapping communication and computation because the computation is still occurring in a single block, with communications outside this block. Intermingling communications and computations, as implemented by MDMP, requires significant code modifications for applications, which disrupt the readability and maintainability of source. These modifications can also be architecture dependent, meaning that significant code modifications may be required to run users codes on different HPC machines. MDMP, on the other hand, enables users to exploit such optimisations without having to implement the low-level communication functionality themselves, reducing the development effort for users whilst still enabling machine specific communication optimisations to be undertaken.
IV. MDMP
As previously outlined in this paper MDMP is designed to address the following issues:
• Work with existing MPI based codes • Provide a framework for optimisation communications • Simplify parallel development MDMP uses programming directives which are then translated into communication functionality by a compiler. Directives are used to enable simplified parallel development, in the fashion on OpenMP or OpenACC, making program development easy for users. The MDMP directives can be translated into either the equivalent non-blocking MPI calls, optimised MPI communications, or another communication library as appropriate on the hardware being used. This enables MDMP to target different communication libraries transparently to the developer for a given HPC system. Furthermore, the ability to target MPI communications means that MDMP functionality can be added to existing MPI-parallelised programs, either as additional functionality or to replace existing MPI calls, without requiring the whole program to be changed into a new programming language or utilise a new communication library.
MDMP provides not only directives to specify the communications to be undertaken in the program but also directives to specify communication regions. Communication regions define the areas of code where communication data (data to be sent or received) is modified and communications occur. This enables MDMP, at runtime, to examine the data access patterns and undertake communications at the optimal time to intermingle communications and computations and therefore better utilise the communication network.
The optimisation of communications is based on runtime functionality that monitors the reads and writes of data that has been specified as communication data. As any data monitoring entails some runtime overheads the communication region specifies the scope of the data monitoring to ensure it is only performed where required (i.e. where communications are occurring). Any data that is specified by the users as being involved in sends or receives is tracked so each read and write in a communication region is recorded and the number of reads and writes that have occurred when the send or receive happens is evaluated. This data is then used in any subsequent iterations of the computation to launch the communication of that data once it is ready to be communicated.
Communications are triggered for any given piece of data as follows:
• last write occurs (sends) • last read and/or write occurs (receives) Using this functionality we can implement a communication pattern for a typical stencil code that intermingles communication and computation as shown in Figure 1 .
When compiled with an MDMP-enabled compiled, the code in Figure 1 will be processed by the compiler and non-blocking sends and receives inserted where the send and recv directives are placed. The compiler then searches through the code associated with the communicating region (between commregion and commregionfinished) and replaces any variable reads or writes linked to those sends and receives by MDMP code which will perform the reads and writes and also record the data accesses.
Compiler based code analysis for data accesses will be straightforward for many applications, however we recognise that there will be a number of scenarios, such as when pointers are heavily used in C or FORTRAN, or possibly where preprocessing or function pointers or conditional function calls are used, where it will not be possible for the compiler to access where the data accesses for a particular send or recv occur. In that situation MDMP will revert to inserting the basic MPI function calls required to undertake the specified communication and not perform the optimise message functionality. Whilst this negates the possibility of optimising the communications, it will not add any overheads to the program compared to the standard MPI performance a developer would experience, and it does still leave scope for the MDMP functionality to target communication libraries other than MPI to enable optimisation for users would requiring them to modify their code, if such functionality is available.
The design of MDMP also means that it can undertake autotuning activities to optimise communication performance for users beyond the intermingling communication optimisations we have already discussed. For instance, MDMP could implement additional helper threads that enable progression of communications whilst the main program is undertaking calculations, albeit at the cost of utilising a computational core for that purpose. It could also evaluate different communication optimisations at runtime to auto-tune the performance of the program whilst it is running.
A difference between the MPI functionality that a developer would add to a code like the one we have been considering and the functionality that MDMP implements is that where intermingling of communications is undertaken MDMP will be sending lots of single element (or small numbers of elements) messages between processes rather than a single message with all the data in it. In general, MPI performs best when small numbers of large messages are used, rather than large numbers of small messages. This is because in the case that large numbers of small message are sent the communication costs are dominated by the latency costs of each message, whereas using small numbers of large messages reduces the overall number of message latencies that are incurred. We recognise the fact the the MDMP functionality may not be optimal in terms of the overall message costs associated with communications but we are assuming that this penalty will be negated by the benefits associated with more consistent use of the network and less concentrated nature of the communication and computation patterns. However, this is something that is investigated in our performance analysis of MDMP, and as with other previously discussed potential problems with MDMP if it is impacting performance the optimised message passing can be disabled at compile time.
MDMP also adds overheads to a program; additional computations to calculate and track variable accesses and additional memory to store data associated with the communications (such as the counters that record the reads and writes to variables). Furthermore, the data used by MDMP may also disrupt the cached data of the program if heavily accessed and updated. However, the premise behind the optimised message passing functionality we are aiming for is that communications are much more expensive than computations for an application on a modern HPC machine, and this relationship is predicted to get worse for future HPC machines. If this is the case then adding additional computational requirements can be acceptable provided the communication costs are reduced through this addition of extra computation. We have evaluated the performance impact of MDMP, and the communication versus computation trade-off on current HPC architectures. However, we are still working on minimising the memory requirements for MDMP, as this will be important to ensure MDMP is usable on current and future HPC systems. Furthermore, we should remember that MDMP can be used as a simpler programming alternative to MPI with the optimised message passing functionality turned of at compile time, thereby re-moving all of these overheads if they are not beneficial for a given application of HPC platform.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We evaluated the performance of the MDMP compared to standard C codes with MPI communication functionality. We undertook our evaluation using a range of HPC platforms through a set of simple, kernel style, benchmarks. We have only evaluated the functionality using 2 nodes on each system, primarily testing the communications between a pair of communicating processors, one on each node, apart from the Jacobi benchmark were 4 full nodes were used.
A. Computing Resources
We used three different large scale HPC machines to benchmark performance. The first was a Cray XE 6, HECToR[2], is the UK National Supercomputing Service consists of 2816 nodes, each containing two 16-core 2.3 GHz Interlagos AMD Opteron processors per node, giving a total of 32 cores per node, with 1 GB of memory per core. This configuration provides a machine with 90,112 cores in total, 90TB of main memory, and a peak performance of over 800 TFlop/s. We used the PGI FORTRAN compile on HECToR, compiled with the -fastsse optimisation flag.
The second was a Bullx B510, HELIOS[3], which is based on Intel Xeon processors. A node contains 2 Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.7 GHz processors giving 16-cores and 64 GB memory. HELIOS is composed of 4410 nodes, providing a total of 70,560 cores and a peak performance of over 1.2 PFlop/s. The network is built using Infiniband QDR non-blocking technology and is arranged using a fat-tree topology. We used the Intel FORTRAN compiler on HELIOS, compiling with the -O2 optimisation flag.
The final resource was a BlueGene/Q, JUQUEEN at Forschungszentrum Juelich. JUQUEEN is a IBM BlueGene/Q system based on the IBM POWER architecture. There are 28 racks composed of 28,672 nodes giving a total of 458,752 compute cores and a peak performance of 5.9 PFlop/s. Each node has an IBM PowerPC A2 processor running at 1.6 GHz and containing 16 SMT cores, each capable of running 4 threads, and 16 GB of SDRAM-DDR3 memory. IBM's FOR-TRAN compile, xlf90, was used on JUQUEEN, compiling using the -O2 optimisation flag.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We have been evaluating MDMP functionality using a number of different benchmarks. We have previously presented results of memory benchmarks (using the STREAMS benchmark) to evaluate the performance impact of the functionality that instruments data reads and writes [13] . In this paper we evaluated the communications performance of MDMP versus communication implemented directly with MPI for a range of simple operations, as presented in the following subsections. For the benchmarks each operation was run 100 times, and each benchmark as repeated 3 times with the average time taken.
A. Reference Implementation
Whilst we have, in previous sections in this paper, outlined the principles of MDMP and how it designed to work, we do not yet have a full compiler based implementation of this functionality. We have designed and implemented the runtime functionality that any compiler would added to a code when encountering MDMP directives, but have not yet implemented the compiler functionality. Therefore, for this performance evaluation we are using benchmarks where the MDMP functionality has be implemented directly in the benchmark.
Work is currently ongoing to implement a compiler based solution, utilising the LLVM [16] compiler infrastructure to perform the translation of directives into code, to enable us to target all the main HPC computer languages with a single, full reference implementation.
B. Message Passing Results
We have constructed five benchmarks to evaluate MDMP against MPI. The first is a PingPong benchmark where a process sends a message to another process who sends it back to the first process. This process is repeated a specified number of times and timed, with the data copied between sends and receives to ensure the same data is always used. who performs the same copying process and sends it back again. For the reference MPI benchmark only a single message is sent each iteration of the benchmark containing the fully amount of data to be sent. For the MDMP version the send and recv functionality specifies the single message to be sent and received, and performs the send and receive on the first iteration of the benchmark but on subsequent iterations of the benchmark the MDMP functionality identifies when each element of the message data is ready to be sent (through tracking the data copying process between the send and receive buffers) and sends individual elements when they are ready to go. This will mean that for a run of the benchmark using a message of 1000 elements in size the MPI version will send one message between processes whereas the MDMP version will send 1000 message (apart from on the first iteration where it will only send one message).
The second benchmark, called SelectivePingPong alters the basic PingPong benchmark we have already described by performing the same functionality but only sending a portion of the overall data in the messages. It is possible to vary both the overall size of data each process has and the amount of that data that is sent (for example the first 10 and last ten elements of a 100 element array can be sent). This benchmark is designed to investigate the performance impact of varying the ratio of data used in the program to data communicated in messages.
The third benchmark, called DelayPingPong, alters the basic PingPong benchmark by adding a delay in between messages, to simulate computations occurring between the communications. The delay is variable and is implemented in a routine which iterates through a loop adding an integer to a double a specified number of times (delay elements).
The fourth benchmark, SelectiveDelayPingPong, combines the second and third benchmarks meaning the PingPong process can contain both user defined delay in the data copy loop and a selective amount of data to be transferred.
The final benchmark, JacobiKernel, implements a simple Jacobi Kernel simulation, with a two-dimensional data domain, and nearest neighbour halo exchanges. We have two versions of the benchmark, one using a 5-point stencil (a point and four of its neighbours are used in the calculation), and one using a 9-point stencil (a point and eight of its neighbours are used in the calculation), meaning we have one version of the benchmark where 6 floating point operations are performed per element simulated (the 5-point stencil) and one version of the benchmark where 10 floating point operations are performed per element simulated (the 9-point stencil). For each iteration of the simulation all the points in the 2d data domain are computed and then halo data is exchanged with neighbouring processes. Figure 2a demonstrates the cost of MDMP compared to plain MPI where there is no scope for communication and computational overlaps. The runtime for MDMP increases more or less linearly as the size of the data to be transferred increases, whereas the runtime for MPI stays relatively constant.
However, if we examine Figure 2b we can see that MDMP begins to see some benefits over MPI when the delay added to the data copy routine is increased. The JUQUEEN and HECToR MDMP is faster than MPI when the delay elements are around 1000 and 800 elements respectively, although for HELIOS MPI is always faster than MDMP (albeit with a smaller gap in performance between the two methods).
If not all the data that is copied between buffers is sent, as in the case of the SelectivePingPong benchmark shown in Figure  3a , then in comparison to the normal PingPong benchmark the overall difference in performance is reduced between MPI and MDMP although MDMP is still more costly than MPI.
The combined benchmark, the results of which are shown in Figure 3a , where 1024 data elements are processed and either 1 or 32 elements are sent with variable amounts of delays, highlights where MDMP can improve performance. When only one element is being sent then all it requires is 16 floating point operations between communications (16 delay elements) 1 to enable MDMP to reduce communication costs. If 32 elements are being sent then around 32 floating point operations between communications are required to perform the communication-cost hiding that MDMP enables.
Finally, the Jacobi benchmarks test MDMP functionality when using proper simulation approaches. This benchmark is designed to evaluate the performance impact of MDMP on memory accesses and cache usage. We recognise that tracking data accesses through MDMP could impact cache and memory performance (for instance evicting simulation data for the cache), which means the simple benchmarks It is evident from these graphs that MDMP does have a significant performance impact on the simulation, with all the MDMP implementations taking an order of magnitude longer than the MPI versions. However, it is also evident that the MPI implementations start to experience a performance impact at higher data sizes, with the MPI performance starting to converge on the MDMP performance when the size of the array increases. Whilst we need to evaluate the MDMP performance further, given that this benchmark has a very small number of floating point operations (6 or 10) per potential communication (not all calculated points are communicated, only halo points, and there are proportionally fewer halo points when the array size increases) then for a more realistic simulation scenario, with much more floating point operations that in this kernel benchmark, there is scope for better MDMP performance compared to the MPI performance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have outlined a novel approach of message passing programming on distributed memory HPC architectures and demonstrated that, given a reasonable level of computations to the communications to be performed, MDMP can reduce the overall cost of communications and improve application performance for synthetic bencmarks. We have also evaluated the performance of more realistic kernel benchmarks, and the performance of MDMP is much worse that MPI, but the data gives up some confidence that this performance gap can be reduced for full simulation programs. Furthermore, we believe the ability to enable and disable MDMP optimisations, and the potential benefits to ease of use and programmability from MDMP, make this approach a sensible one to investigate for future message passing programming.
We are currently working on a full compiler implementation of MDMP, including a formal MDMP language definition, and more involved benchmarks to evaluate MDMP in much more detail. 
